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a pilot festival in Hanstholm the 4th -6th of June 2015.
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PR E FAC E: M A D S D U E DA L
By Chairman of KulturKANten may 2015
We are proud to present the LAND-SHAPE festival! It is a brand
new festival format which will be launched for the first time in
Hanstholm 4th-6th of June 2015!
LAND-SHAPE, Land Art North Denmark, is a lighthouse project
under North Jutlands cultural agreement between all 11 municipalities, Region Nord and the Danish cultural ministry: “KulturKANten”. The project arranges both this new art festival, and
major land art works around the region.
Land Art has been chosen as subject because this art form has
some special merits, and fits right into the heart of North Jutland.
The project involves an international network of land artists and
offers a new developing scene. Land Art unfolds in the recreative
our door zones and meet its visitors in a new and surprising way.
International artists from around the world meets the festival
visitors in a north Jutland environment and creates an experi-

mental laboratory for land art. 10 international winners from
LAND-SHAPEs Open Call 2014 will present their ideas for land art
through workshops. The artists invite the audience into the engine room where the art is developed, thought, crafted, discussed
and shaped. You have an unique opportunity to participate in an
artistic process of high quality. Furthermore 11 of North Jutlands
best land artist practitioners are invited by the festival to attend
each with a guest artist. The regional meet the international.
LAND-SHAPE has a special focus on children and yong people,
and invites for workshops in collaboration with the organization
BMMK (Children’s Meeting with Art) during the festival.
It is crucial for the LAND-SHAPE project to allow the citizens to
get under the skin of the art projects. The visitors are invited
to participate directly in the art experiments. Here, for example,
there will be the opportunity to participate in the development
of a large maze made of natures original building materials, get
close to a meteor impact of luminous stones, visit a giant bottle

post or create big flag that celebrates nature and art.
The festival’s artists relate their projects specifically to North Jutlands cultural heritage, special sites and narratives. The festival takes place in unique settings around Hanstholm lighthouse
and a large adjacent wilderness areas and selected locations in
Hanstholm town. It is a spectacular scene with “Thy National
Park” right in the backyard, the lighthouse buildings and areas,
the sea within walking distance and a landscape marked by history in the form of bunkers from WW2, dunes, moors and cliffs.
During the festival there will also be good food, music and Land
Art cinema!
See you in Hanstholm!

L A N D - S H A PE: A VISION FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF AN OFFICIAL DANISH L AND
ART TRADITION IN NORTH JUTLAND
By curator Trine Rytter Andersen
March 2015
Land-SHAPE is an ambitious art project WHICH in the coming
years will ORGANIZE the creation of larger Land Art works in the
magnificent nature of North Jutland. The project was launched
as an inter-municipal initiative under the Cultural Agreement in
Northern Jutland, and it aims high, both locally and internationally.
The 4th to the 6th June 2015 the public will meet LAND-SHAPE
for the first time at the festival in Hanstholm. Prior to that momentous event, the 11 municipalitiesof North Jutland and the
project’s many partners, has been engaged in the large collaborative exercise, it is to create the basis on which the establishment of LAND SHAPE still depends, so that you, dear reader,
hereby is invited to engage you in and enjoy.

Land Art is the name for an art direction that occurred in the
US in late 1960 on the basis of Minimalism and Installation Art.
Land Art as a genre places itself somewhere between sculpture
and landscape architecture. Land Art is always site-specific and
establiches a dialogue with the natural and possibly cultural surroundings.
The early Land Art includes artwork by American artists of the
1960s and 1970s who left the art galleries to explore the American landscape. In the deserts and vast wilderness they created
great monumental works of art, also known as earthworks, which
was characterized by a strong and often very spectacular intervention in nature.
Land Art has since the 1970s been characterized by an English and an American tradition, where roughly simplified,it can
be said that the English tradition is based on a philosophical,
gentle, bodily, spiritual and holistic intervention in the landscape.

The US tradition is also philosophical and sometimes spiritual,
but often more conquering and sometimes almost brutal in its
seizure of a given area.
A proper Land Art tradition has never really existed in Denmark,
and Land Art has missed official recognition. The Danish landscape is truly appears as a welcoming and cultivated farming
countryside, it is a richly cultural landscape. Perhaps there is therefore a myth that Land Art does not belong in there?
Yet there are many small and large land art works to be found in
the Danish landscape, and the interesting thing is that because
of a far distance to the urban gallery life, local enthusiasts are the
caretakers of these sites. a fact that in a peculiar way has created
the basis for a fruitful meeting between the elitist - almost avantgarde - and the popular.
A number of open-air exhibitions have recently shown that there is an audience for art in public spaces, and right now there
is therefore a growing interest in Land Art in Denmark. LANDSHAPE nourishes this interest, and since there is no other place
in Denmark, that works on integrated long-term strategies for
Land Art, it seems obvious the Land Art needed grounding in
North Jutland.
Considering the trends that inspire contemporary concepts of
nature and natural communication, and pointing in the direction

of more experimental, diverse and participatory nature experiences, it seems even more obvious to integrate Land Art in the
North Jutland landscape in the future competition with other
local areas. The LAND-SHAPE initiative will help to ensure Jutland an exciting, international and developing suitable base, in
addition to involving many local agents, on top of that also contribute to the visibility and upgrade local land-art artists. Land
Art in the year 2015 is a very open hybrid art form, and the concept of land art in LAND-SHAPE, therefore, involves both the
more classic Land Art tradition and many of the contemporary
art forms of expression, such as performance, sound, lighting
and installation.
Northern Jutland is given an unique opportunity to define and
show a new identity through LAND-SHAPE. The land art project
is based on a two-pronged approach that will unite the potentials of natural and Land Art in the common task to create a series of identities, eventful and different natural experiences . The
variety of landscapes that can attract and benefit from the arts
presence. The landscape becomes visible in new ways, because
land art works by actively considering the given cultural history
and landscape character. The synergy between people, nature
and Land Art will not only help to increase the area’s cohesion, it
will also attract audience and professional interest locally, nationally and in the long view also internationally.

FEST I VA L T H E M E: R EG I O N A L R ESO U RCES
With this theme LAND-SHAPE aims at the very core of the regionality in North Jutland, and the special potential and resources to be
found locally. These resources are the developing ground for the future, and for our self understanding. We would like to combine the
art world processes with other sectors of society. All the LAND-SHAPE project are entering dialogues with local citizens, professions
and institutions in different ways.
LAND-SHAPE defines resources as: raw materials, products and business, education, volunteers and associations, special knowledge,
the uniqueness of various sites, the magnificent landscape in North Jutland, artists and cultural institutions.
LAND-SHAPE project works consciously with the ability of art projects to see and analyse cultural and scientific phenomena at new
surprising angles, and to capture values in their context. In a regional development perspective, art is therefore a key player.

WINNERS OF THE L AND- SHAPE OPEN CALL:
We are proud to announce the 10 winning projects from a major international competition about Land Art projects for North Jutland
at the festival. Each project is selected from a pool of 171 works from 34 countries over all the world. An international jury chose these
works on the basis of their quality and ways of relating to North Jutland sites. The artists have been asked to consider North Jutlands
cultural heritage, specific locations, and future potential. Each work has a realization plan in one of the 11 municipalities and depends
partly on fundraising and sponsors. At the festival the public will meet these art works for the first time and open up for participation
at workshops. All artists show through various types of concepts around their winning idea that invites the audience into a dialogue
and gives possibility to take part practically as well. This provides a unique opportunity to get close to the artistic process of dialogue
with the artists.
In addition to the ten winners, we present two specially invited projects as a bonus to the festival , namely the projects, ”Draw your
Future in North Jutland” and ”Nós”

Boris Oichermann
Israel
”The Movie, reenacted”
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A unanimous jury decided in November 2014 that the forthcoming Land Art festival would be the framework around this great Land
Art performance! With this performance LAND- SHAPE manifests its approach to Land Art: an open contemporary art form based on a
both conceptual and aesthetic framework which includes both permanent and ephemeral works, and which opens up cross aesthetics
and new media in the field such as performance, sound and light-based works etc. Boris Oichermanns performance includes many
participants and sets the time and place in an entirely new context in Hanstholm. The performance will be documented for the future.
Boris Oichermann tells about his work:
”The approach to art as the field of knowledge production entered the artistic discourse in the last decade. I believe that once we consider an artwork a piece of knowledge we are also entitled to ask how this knowledge can be turned into a mechanism for changing
reality; how it can be used and distributed further, using methods beyond the traditional ones of exhibiting and publishing. One of
these methods can be to reenact the artworks in settings where they can be of use, thus creating an artwork that is constantly living
and developing - rather just being a part of art history..
”Movie” (1970) is the only moving image work by the American minimalist sculptor Bill Bollinger. The grainy colour film depicts the
artist within the desert landscape, repeatedly trying to balance a wooden log on its end. The log fails each time, then the artist lifts it
again. At one time the log balances and remains stable; Bollinger waits for some time, kicks it down, and starts lifting again. Beyond
the immediate metaphorical meaning of the act, the performance acts to construct a relationship with the land: the presence of the
human figure gives the landscape a tangible scale, as the continoous physical labor transforms the landscape into an emotionally
charged setting. ”The Movie, reenacted” will recreate Bill Bollinger’s artwork in a live performance in Northern Jutland landscape.

Bjørn Kromann-Andersen
Danmark
”The Garden Association
Denmark”

BJØRN KROMANN-ANDERSEN
” T H E G A R D E N A S S O C I AT I O N D E N M A R K ”
Bjørn Kromann Andersen involves the audience in a process around ”Thorkilds House” at the festival.
In Hanstholm people know who Thorkild is. Thorkild Jakobsen was a engaged cultural soul who engaged several hundred artists from
Scandinavia in Hanstholm to ”North Atlantic Nights”, in the 1980s.
Thorkilds house is on one of Hanstholms best vantage points, placed high above the sea with a unique view. But it is now desolate
and deserted. The house will be brought to life during the festival in a completely new and unexpected way. Bjørn Kromann Andersen
invites festival participants to attend to quicken the place again.
”In Bjørn Kromann Andersens projects we often lose the perspective, overview and a clear sense of time and space; with distorted
proportions and lack of logical order, which is a great quality. But instead of taking a purely ironic position Bjørn Kromann Andersen
actually manages to create these tableaux that are not easy to let go after the meeting with them. Bjørn Kromann Andersen also works
with a strong material consciousness and perfectionism, which creates a convincing expression. ”(Art Mag. Anja Raithel)

Ella Morton
Canada
“Meteor Shower”

ELLA MORTON
“METEOR SHOWER”
A rain of meteors hits the North Jutland landscape in Ella Morton’s project: Meteor Shower. The work raises the North Jutland erratic
boulders from the Ice Age, creating a magical landscape. The stones are transformed into luminous meteor blocks that are distributed in expansive clusters as rebates from outer space. During the day, the stones will appear milky green and at night luminous of
absorbed light. The work refers to the formation of the landscape and the materiality of it. The wandering and moving rocks from
the ice age has a different origin from North Jutland.
At the LAND-SHAPE festival Ella Morton invites the public into her workshop, to take part in the creation of the work, opening up a
dialogue.
With Meteor Shower hope the artist to transform a North Jutland agricultural landscape into a magical and ethereal space that
invites the audience to appreciate nature and the universe inscrutable world and possible forms of existence.
In general, Ella Morton’s practice examins two basic questions: how we relate ourselves to the landscape and space, and how we
relate to it as yet unknown and clandestine. The work therefore questions how we relate to the outside for better or worse.

Enrico Migotto
Italien
“Draw your Future
in North Jutland”
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“DR AW YOUR FUTURE IN NORTH JUTL AND”
LAND-SHAPE presents a unique workshop experience for children at the festival:
”I build my work as a series of photographs in Black / White. I ask 6-9 year old kids: ”What do you want to be when you grow up?
What is your dream?” The childrens dreams manifests themselves in drawings on gravel. The child draws his future and will eventually be placed in the drawing as the starring role. Enrico photographs the scenery with the child from avove from the lighthouse in
Hanstholm.
The work takes kids seriously and helps them to maintain their dreams and open up their future. The photographs are produced in
large format and forms a traveling exhibition as a basis for discussion with children about dreams and future
The work is inspired by Janus Korczak (1879-1942), an innovative educator and author of books on educational theory and practice.
He was a pioneer in the field of children’s rights and full equality for children. One of his statements about working with children and
their imagination tells that instead to ”speaking down” to children, adult must make an effort to ”speak up” to them. For children who
are still in strong contact with their inner core and imagination find themselves on a higher level.

places on the concrete blocks.

Helene Koch
Danmark
“Manmade”

Different patterns appear in the surface and texture.

HELENE KOCH
”MANMADE”
Chalk and limestone is not only some of the structural layers in the North Jutlands soil. It is indeed the basis for a century rural culture in which limestone has been a permanent component of building tradition. Throughout history, different materials come out of
limestone and chalk blocks; today typically as concrete. As if they were distributed with a hand roll, is a large group of square stones
spread out over a large area and landscape.
As a prelude to this work Helene Koch will be working on the festival site with material experimentsand invite the audience into this
workshop. North Jutlands raw materials are put into play as artistic material and unfolds a magnificent landscape vision in experiments
with materials and construction and composition.
Helene Koch has several years of experience in landscape architecture and urban
planning and with the project ”Manmade” she now also enters the area of land art. As an architect, she explores current boundaries
between architecture, art and landscape.
Helene Koch work methodically and site-specific, based on a fundamental interest in the hidden potentials in one place. Helene Koch
works as a landscapearkitekt.

Herbert Parker
USA
“North Jutland Labyrinth”

H E R B E R T PA R K E R
”NORTH JUTL AND L ABYRINTH”
Herbert Parker is an American Land Art artist who has refined his work with Labyrinth structures over a longer period. The Labyrinth
projects are created in dialogue with specific sites and their history and natural building materials. Tha labyrinth motif is selected as a
metaphor for a spiritual journey where you lose track and direction and inform the mind inward.
At the festival Herbert Parker builds a part of a maze of experimenting with materials from Læsø: seaweed, eelgrass, branches, metal
skeleton etc., along with the audience.
”I have worked with nature-based systems since the mid-seventies. The plants stimulate the viewer’s perception of the environment
and our relationship to nature. The labyrinth systems have been developed over time from my thoughts on nature’s own mechanisms
and ecosystems. The labyrinth construction acts as a volatile memento of nature’s resilience. The works form a hybrid between architecture (experience), sculpture (concept) and landscape (medium). The work’s questions and revolves around time, movement, history,
culture, community, dialogue, spirituality, entropy and regeneration. The works seek to gain an ideal architectural synthesis and to
create a theoretical and real space based on emotions and sensations. ”

Ida Bentinger
Sverige/Italien
”Sometimes things lead to
something”

IDA BENTINGER
” SOMETIMES THINGS LEAD TO SOMETHING”
With this subtle title Ida Bentinger opens up a whole different type of Land Art. It reflects both outer and inner landscapes. Through
the work’s wild ramifications through space there is an artificial mirror of nature and how to use nature as reflection and recharging.
The work ois created over a long period of time in dialogue with the audience. This process is in itself meditative. The project is a
mirror of the imaginary mental mechanisms that lead us further towards the new possibilities. The inner landscape. Here we find an
intersection between the visible and invisible.
Ida Bentingers workshop invites the audience into a creative process at the festival where the material structure will grow and be
influenced by participants’ hands and thoughts.
Ida Bentinger, born 1979,has a 3-year education from Konstfack in Stockholm and currently participates an MA program under the
prof. Luca Caccioni at the University of Bologna. Over the last 10 years, Ida Bentinger has worked with film and television scenography.
”I work with art that tell stories about human nature. These stories will not judge or create solutions, but want to show the complexity
of life and the emotions that we carry within us. ”Ida Bentinger is a young artist who grasps the traditions of feminist textile art movements with Eva Hesse as the main exponent and a post-modern abstract organic idiom.

Karin Westermark
Sverige
”Flow”

KARIN WESTERMARK
”FLOW”
The dramatic coastal scenery in North Jutland has inspired the work ”Flow”. Here the artist explore an intersection between the natural
and the man-made. Historical circumstances surrounding coastal protection is updated. The many bunkers from World War 2 tells of
one type of coastal protection. Today the protection strategies turns toward nature as the great destroyer.
Karin Westermark has based her work on an old practice from the French Atlantic coastline. “Flow” explores how a new design of sand
drift fences in chestnut can design and create new type landscapes. With time sand wil overflow the fences and cover them completely, creating a new landscape of dunes.
A future project in North Jutland will be monumental and the experience will depend on the viewer’s position. The experience of ”Flow”
will change with the weather and the hours of the day. The special condition in North Jutland for light and long hours of sunshine are
a vital part of the artwork. On a sunny day the shadows will play with the fence along with the visitor’s movement in the landscape.
At the festival the audience will be involved in the creative process in the design of the plant in a test of the possibilities.
Karin Westermark (b. 1980) lives and works in Stockholm. She studied art history and political science at Uppsala University and landscape architecture at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences. Karin works in a number of fields ranging from art and architecture to design. She has participated in several award-winning collaborations.

Maja Christensen
Danmark
”Colour Mapping of Stones”

MAJA CHRISTENSEN
”COLOUR MAPPING OF STONES”
Maja Christensen’s Land Art work aims at the very core detail of nature at the same time as opening up an ever growing larger Land
Art design which spreads out in the landscape depending on the audience´s co-creation. Along North Jutlands coastlines you can find
stones in all sorts of colors and geological origins. At certain chosen sites Maja Christensen will create bigger structures of colored
patterns build by myriads of these stones. Visitors to the site are invited to a play with nature, culture and geological knowledge of
the very origin of the land, thus making a new constructed landscape.
All the small stones are divided by color codes. This allows you to observe differences and pursue a knowledge. Each stone has a
geological story to tell about where and when it was created and what minerals it contains. Perhaps the stone was transported by a
glacier all the way from Norway, part of this story is visible by looking at the colors of the stone. . The patterns of stones are not fixed
in any way and over time it will gradually change and erode under natural conditions. Visitors, both human and animal will interact
with the piece over time.
At the festival, visitors can meet Maja Christensen work through a workshop in which both children and adults can participate. Maja
Gade Christensen was born in Copenhagen 1982. She graduated from the Royal Academy of Art in 2009. She lives and works in
Copenhagen. Maja Christensens art deals with perception and materiality. How to construct the environment to provide different
sensory experiences. Her practice spreads from interactive works to optical murals in the urban space.

Pia Möller Light
Marianne Lyngsø
Danmark
”Mother of Entangled
Dreams”

P I A M Ö L L E R L I G H T O G M A R I A N N E LY N G S Ø
” M O T H E R O F E N TA N G L E D D R E A M S ”
The public space is a stage where private stories merge with each other. Many kinds of sounds, sights and events entangle. The bus
stop is an optimal place for this experience with its enforced break. Here you can observe and experience the various visual and
acoustic stimuli, and become witness to fragments of dialogues in different languages, arguments, traffic sounds, wandering feeds,
church-bells, music through headphones, wind, silence, and screaming gulls. This land art piece function on both sensory and experienced levels: displacement of a well known bus shelter design, sound activation and other references creates a shift in time and space.
The two artists’ collaboration is based on a common interest in how vision and sound can actively interact with our imagination and
thoughts as we pass through the public space - where the intimate space inside for example a bus shelter can become an acoustic
source for several different stories. In particular, we focus on a place that forces you to pause and register the world around us.
At the festival are artists presents a workshop which explores sound recording and test sound universes in connection with the work.

Maria Beatrice Trujillo
Beatriz de Alcantara
Paula Bedin
Brasilien
”Nós”
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M A R I A B E AT R I C E T R U J I L L O +
B E AT R I Z D E A L C A N TA R A + PA U L A B E D I N
”NÓS”

The Brazilian team behind the land art piece ”Nós” consists of three landscape architects from Sao Paolo. They come to Hanstholm
to create a great work in collaboration with the citizens of Hanstholm and the festival audience. The work is based on the double
meaning of the Portuguese word ”Nós” which can mean ”us” and ”knot” in the sense of connecting two objects. The work has been
chosen as a bonus project of censor group since its idea and execution carries out the very essence of LAND-SHAPE’s goal of including
the citizens in the art proces. In this art traditions of female craft areas merge with traditional male materials like rope and fishing net.
A large textile net structure will be created to fit over a building in Hanstholm. The network becomes a great playful metaphor for
community strengths and interpersonal ties and is build up on local heritage of the fishing families in North Jutland.
Joint statement of the artists: ”The landscape is per definition a culturally constructed idea. A landscape becomes ”room” when we
give it meaning through both natural and constructed figurations that surrounds us. In this way, the space becomes a changing
synthesis between social components and geography. The project stands as a third element in this equation - not created by nature
neither human necessity - as an attempt to rethink the understanding of the concept of landscape ”.

Yuki Higashino
Elisabeth Kihlström
Østrig
”Skagen reflected,
framed and pictured”

YUKI HIGASHINO OG ELISABETH KIHLSTRÖM
”SK AGEN REFLECTED, FR AMED AND PICTURED”
Yuki Higashino and Elisabeth Kihlström have collaborated on the topic of history represented through landscape and its socio-political development, through many projects and exhibitions. Recently, they curated the exhibition ”To Take a Landscape From” at Neue
Galerie, Innsbruck, which examined the concept of ”the picturesque” from art history and its contemporary resonance among artists
working with video, film and photography.
At the festival the two artists opens up a visual universe which are aimed at both our perception of the landscape in the picturesque
and romantic sense, and which is aimed at ourselves as ”nature-viewers” through various means such reflective screens, iPads, cameras
and other tools that introduces a layer between ourselves and the countryside.
Central to the work is ”the Claude glass / spectacles”, an invention of the 17th century named after the famous landscape painter
Claude Lorraine. It was later used by artists, travelers and connoisseurs of landscape and landscape painting. Claude glasses have
the effect that it reflect a landscape in a reduced and abstract version, where tones are simplified and thus appear ”reproduced” and
picturesque. With this piece the artists wish to address the tradition of the Skagen painters.
At the festival audience can meet the artists in a direct experience of this ”staging of the landscape”.

K E V I N R E Y N A E R T: A L A N D M A R K F O R L A N D - S H A P E
” W AT C H I N G T O W E R ”
It is a key objective for LAND-SHAPE to work with Land Art that reach out to all North Jutlands citizens. We have therefore chosen
to work with the Belgian artist Kevin Reaynaert in order to create a ”moving” land art project: ”Watching Tower.” At first this sound as
a contradiction considering that Land Art ought to be site specific. In practice this will be a long-term creation process, and a North
Jutland ”road trip”as the landmark plans to visit sites in all municipalities in North Jutland in the period from the festival 2015 until
LAND-SHAPE’s project completion in December 2016. Here, the landmark find its permanent shape and a final site.
Kevin Reaynaerts idea is to create a structure from which to observe the landscape and focus on the present. The work focuses on the
human urge for control over nature and the impossibility of being able to achieve total control.
The tower is built through many upcoming workshops in different parts of Jutland, and involve as many hands as possible over time.
When the work appears an ongoing building process will take place with the use of recycled materials in a wildly growing process. The
main concept focuses on the process and asks how strong a community design can be, knowing that we live in an individualized and
constant self-representing online era.
It requires commitment to build this landmark together.
The landmark begins its journey at the festival in Hanstholm 2015 and later travels on to the Cultural meeting in Nykøbing Mors, and
from there on out in the world. Everybody is welcome to participate in creating this landmark!

”WATCHING TOWER”
REFLECTS UPON:
Copenhagen vs.
North Jutland
Culture versus nature
Appearance versus reality
Concrete versus wood
Construction versus destruction
Static versus changeable
Durability versus decay
Community versus
individuality
Material versus idea
Objectivity versus
personal experience

NORTH JUTLAND LAND ARTISTS
+ INVITED GUESTS
The Land Art scene in North Jutland is rich and varied. Projects around Land Art are carried out around the whole region in various
groups and individually. LAND-SHAPE want to gather this exuberant scene at the festival. LAND-SHAPE aims at expanding the North
Jutland artistic network locally, nationally and internationally. We have therefore asked the North Jutland artists to invite a guest artist
at the festival to create new synergies and network.
Individual artists and artists from the following art projects and initiatives are represented at the festival: Nørrekær Biennalen, Land
Art Rebild, Kirsten Kjærs Museum, Life-boats, Kunst ved Kanalen and Bunkerlove.

PA R T I A L
FA C S I M I L E

The sonic-visual art collective Partial Facsimile is creating a representation of the LANDSHAPE festival site in 5.1- surround sound. We need your help to sample the site, so please
come and get involved!
Members of Partial Facsimile include Laila Hansen, Ann Mai Røge and Ben Baxter.
Partial Facsimile surround sound map of the festival;
•

The participants of the festival get equipped with a sound recorder and will be assisted by a member of Partial Facsimile.

•

The intention is that the festival will be recorded sonically and represented in a 5.1
surround set up (like the Partial Facsimile logo suggests).

•

Each participant will get an area allocated.

•

Together we will attempt to have the full 360 degree circle of the festival covered.

INGE TRANTER
+ SANDRA
BLICHERT
CHRISTENSEN

Inge Tranter will be performing ”Modild - Brandlinien”
Historicaly forrestfires and lightning has been a natural part of the ecosystemdynamics
in the forrest. Old greenery is entirely or partly wiped out to be revived all over again.
The performance evolve around the duality of destruktion and new life - an exploration
of the theme: vulnerability and resilience.
Most of all, I am interested in the stories one finds here and there when you move
around as travelers in foreign countries, as well as in everyday life. Surviving things,
objects lost along the way, the findings and discoveries you make along the way, that
is how my practice rooted in and how it grows site specifically.

Gert Jan Van der Rooij

LISE SEIER
PETERSEN
+ VIEL
BJERKESET
ANDERSEN

”Lise Seier Petersen is solidly rooted in the original and authentic. .... Dialogue and interaction with the environment is an important lever for you - in your exploration of time,
culture and space. ”(Kit Kjærby, the reasons for the award of Anne Marie Telmanyi born
Carl-Nielsen Honorary Grant in 2014)
Viel Bjerkeset Andersen is a Norwegian artist who works mostly with site-specific art projects. She has long pioneered the art related to infrastructure, but also art projects in other
public spaces she has helped to develop an innovative and exciting way.

Kirstine Autzen

MARIT BENTHE
NORHEIM
+ RUTH
WILHELMINE
MEYER

Several of my sculptures move physically through landscapes, and makes no other
trace than what is fertilized in the people who happen to meet them.
At the Land Art festival in Hanstholm I wish to realize parts of the LIFE soundproject
and involve particularly women and children at the festival in a live komposition, a
sound sculpture which forms a non material version of Marit Benthe Norheims Life
Boats.

MICHAEL
RICHARDT
+ STHEPHANIE
GENEVIEVE

In our common practice, we use performance as a tool to investigate reality as malleable.
We try to challenge the common perception of truth in our surroundings, in social structures or more site specific, by consciously examining the body imprint in these.
Michael Richardt
The Silver Frame encases a pink square.
The Silver is Mirror and The Pink is Mother.
The Core of Pink is Mint.
Mint is an abstraction of green, of vegetation.
Mint is therefore an Artificial form of Vegetation.
Like Heathland. Nature made by Humans.
An Artificial Natural land – LAND ART.

MICHAEL

LILITH

PETER MAX
JACOBSEN
+ HELENA
SOKOL

My Land Art practices have much in common with my sculptural practice. I have previously made sculptural objects by shifting contours of a known object (such as an
office) with canes or sticks or something else in order to create a new contour that
can be experienced along with the original form. It is the same artistic grip I intend to
explore further at the LAND-SHAPE festival.
Helena Sokol (b. 1992), a self-taught artist from North Jutland and now resides in
Copenhagen, where she works at Gallery Oxholm. Helena works with photography,
painting, drawing and sculpture and is interested in working with organic material.

PIA
SKOGBERG
+ TINE
CARLSEN

Land Art is, since 2000, a part of my artistic practice. In collaboration with the organic
circuit, I work with simple shapes and markings, commenting on human decisions, and
the contrast between the organic process and the human desire to retain the existing life.
Trained actor / performer from the Nordic School of Theatre, Aarhus 1991-94 and visual
artist from Strykejernet School of Art, Oslo 1999. I work with renewal and transformation
of urban space, including forms of crocheted clothing for lampposts, trees, etc.

THOMAS
WOLSING
+
JENSOGMORTEN.DK

I work freely in various media such as sculpture, installation, cross stitch embroidery
and land art-related and site-specific constructs.
Especially the mediated landscape has my interest - our relationship to the landscape
and our understanding of it. How we inhabit it, consider it and use it. In short, as part
of our self-understanding.
In the bigger picture, it’s time, process maturity, reconstruction in several different
layers and meanings that interests me. In recent years I have worked with the concept
of ”peripheral Denmark” - peripheral areas I think are interesting - as an indicator of
the relationship between nature and culture, past and present.
Since 2012, we have created social works where the crucial point has been to insist on
the importance of contemporary art in the province.
With energy, creativity and self-confidence as a fulcrum, ambitious, we have the sought
to challenge the understanding of the social space that we daily move in and out of.

MARIANNE
WEIL

Creative processes in nature as growth, concretion, splicing, twisting, appearance and
disappearance is part of my artistic approach and an ongoing process that reflects nature and society. Expressed by transformation, addition, subtraction with respect to the
already-existing, a cyclic activity occurs in conjunction with the nature itself. Art to me is
freedom from a particular term and the possibility of non-damaging controversy.
Marianne Weil’s artistic practice is inspired by prehistoric techniques for molds for metal
in connection with the early adobe structures at America’s indigenous population. Based
on the landscape and the regional archeology, mix and shape clay, sand, bentonite and
straw resulting in a fossil-like visual memory in the North Jutland topography.

THE NØRREKÆR
BIENNALEN
REPRESENTED BY
KIRSTEN DUFOUR
FINN THYBO ANDERSEN
MORTEN BENCKE
PELLE BR AGE

Quote: “The Nørrekær Biennale is an art biennale on LAND, a
small piece of land of 625 m2 with coordinates N 56 ° 59 ’55 ”E
009 ° 19’ 33.7.
LAND is located on a former dammed bay bottom, which today
has been converted into an industrialized cultural landscape with
cultivated fields as long as the eye can see. The Nørrekær Biennale is like a small enclave, an artistic commentary on its monocultural environment.
In Nørrekær Enge around LAND a preparation for a major
expansion of the existing wind farm at 13 paragraph 2.3 MW
wind turbines is being planned. The enlargement will mean that
over the next three years there will be set up 37 new 150 meter

high 3 MW turbines. The wind farm is owned by Vattenfall - a
Swedish state-owned energy company - and it means that a
million surplus will disappear from the local area and go directly
to Swedish Tax. Houses and farms will be bought at overprizing
and villages are to be removed with the reason to eliminate any
local resistance to the construction. The Nørrekær Biennale ask:
why do we not work with wind turbines owned by a union of
common people, which instead will serve the local life and help
develop the local area?”
Participate in the workshop LOCAL SHAPE: What do you dream
about in your local community? How can windenergy contribut
to a richer local community?

We will be making small-scale windmills and together we will
draw a big map of the town we dream of.

INDIVIDUAL WORKSHOPS
+ LAND ART PROJECTS
LAND-SHAPE is an open festival that brings together many different participants with relation to Land Art. There is ongoing enrollment of art projects that wants to participate in various ways.
We recommend you to follow our website for the lasts update on
who is coming! Here is a presentation of the already scheduled
artists and workshops..

WORKSHOPS FOR CHILDREN
+ YOUNG PEOPLE

Børns møde med kunst

In cooperation with BMMK, (Children’s Meeting with Art,
organized by KulturKANten) LAND-SHAPE presents a whole
catalogue of workshops directed specifically at children and
young people. Please check the website for further information
and enrollment.
Julie Schmidt Andreasen and Birgitte Lundtoft creates a dance
and performance workshops in relation to natural space.
Lina Franke Hedegaard: Totem flags for Hanstholm. Markings in
the landscape.

Totem flag

P L AT F O R M 4 ( D A N M A R K )
S Ó L F E S T I VA L E N

RALF WITTHAUS (TYSKLAND)
DITID (YOUR TIME/IDENTITY)

The Sól Festival participate with two interactive light installations They will integrate a digitally based sound and light art piece near the lighthouse. At the festival Platform 4 will develop a
vision for a mobile and changing pavilion that accommodates
sound and light for passive as well as active exhibitions of
electronic art.

A Land Art show from Germany visits Hanstholm! Ralf Witthaus
and his team of uniformed toppers occupies a larger area of land
around the lighthouse during the festival. A large piece will grow
during the festival and can be seen at both close and at a distance.

H E N R I K VA R A S LO P E Z N I C O L A I S E N ,
H U G O L A G E R , I M R E M A R K P E T K O V,
J E N S B U G AY - H O U G A A R D ( D A N M A R K )
NEURONS
Neurons is an interactive light installation consisting of three
units suspended in mid-air, each spanning almost three metres
in diameter, interacting with their environment and each other.
While the units are an interpretation of brain cells in both form
and function they also create a conceptual link to what they symbolize; an interconnected network of communication.

De uniformerede græsklippere skaber Ditid

VIBEKE RØNSBO(DANMARK)
TO REMIND
Vibeke Rønsbo visits th festival as part of a large North Jutland
Tour where her giantmessage in a bottle and workshops will
show up in the summer of 2015. The work is taking place on
different platforms and focus on our shift from handwriting to
the digital. To Remind examine in an unprejudiced way the implications of this shift culturally. At the festival

the difference between writing by hand and keys, as well as
our digital time. What do you think about my project and you
have a special message to send to the world with a message in
a bottle.

Vibeke Rønsbo says: ”I am engaged in physical and electronic
traces of lived life. ’Two Remind’ is an SOS from a time just now.
A giant message in a bottle with a hand-written message: ’I
think, therefore I am’ will be placed in the Hanstholm Harbour.
On shore a writing desk asks for debate.
“Meet me at work. Come and write a letter. Give your personal
handwriting in the project and let us share our thoughts about

To Remind, flaskepost

BJØRN ERIK HAUGEN (NORGE):
”BY THE ROAD”
The first thing you encounter on the road to the LAND-SHAPE
festival in Hanstholm is Bjørn Erik Haug’s work ”By the Road”, a
sculpture and Land Art project. The work is located along the
road to Hanstholm. The work includes a special produced LP.
Sound images based on transcriptions of the sound from the car
scenes in famous road movies. At the festival, and at home in the
living room you can listen to the content of LP in key listening
stations.
The German language contains the word ”Denkmal”. The word
can not be translated in the same way as the English word ”monument”. This is a place for the tanks and reflection. Heavy Metal
is part of sound images. In the Norwegian tradition Heavy Metal
a strong link to nature and the work thus becomes a natural
romantic work. Heavy Metal is also the core of the aesthetic
musical dystopia as a stark contrast to the freedom symbol car
represents.

BUNKERLOVE (DANMARK)
”Bunker Loves mission is to transform the bunkers in the Atlantic
from northern Norway to southern France into manifestations of
peace and love through art ”
We believe that the negative legacy and influence that is incorporated in these massive bunkers, which are symbols of war and
oppression, can be transformed into an even stronger positive
and life-giving energy.
We believe that Europe needs spiritual cohesiveness, and we believe in every person and every community’s right to develop
and change.
We believe that we have an obligation to learn from the past,
and we believe in spiritual growth through art.
We leave no trace in the wild, we transform only the man-made
bunkers.
Bunker Love warms up for a major festival in 2016. Come meet
the people behind this distinctive art project at the festival.

LAND-SHAPE
SYMPOSIUM
The festival also includes a Land Art symposium. We set high
professional standards to promote knowledge and opportunities
in this art field. Sharing of knowledge is a vital part of the LANDSHAPE project as it can promote the developing conditions for
Land Art in North Jutland and the rest of the world.
We are visited by prominent artists of Land Art genre such as
Jorge Rodriguez Gerada, (US / CUBA) artist behind the so-called
”Terrestials” and ”Face Shapes” around the world, most recently
in Washington DC, and Alexandra Engelfriet ( NL) who processes the entire landscapes with her body and creates ceramic cooperative scenarios where entire villages involved. Many of the
festival’s participating artists will hold artist talks. We cooperate
with Aalborg University on papesr concerning art public space
and experience perspectives. There will be space for debates affecting centrally into the art way to socially responsible on with,
among other participants from Nørrekær Biennale.
The program developed continuously up to the festival, so please visit our website.

”One, Out of Many”, face-shape af Jorge Rodriguez Gerada, Washington DC.

LAND-SHAPE
LAND ART TOWN HALL
In Hanstholm town stands a forsaken town hall from the time
before the merging of municipalities in 2007. At the festival the
town hall resurrects in a new identity as an art hall. All participating artists will have their own office where they can use the
room for an exhibition.

LAND ART CINEMA
The engine room of the lighthouse will be furnished as a movie
theater during the festival. Here you can go on and off and see
a wide range of land art documentation, art videos and land art
film. All participants who are in possession of land art film material is welcome to contribute to film the pool along the way.
Copyrights to the films must be observed. Among other things,
you can meet ”Tranche” by Alexandra Engelfriet (NL) where a
1.WW trench in the south of France is converted into a large
ceramic work fired on the spot!

Still fra videoen ”Tranchee” af Alexandra Engelfriet

F E S T I VA L AT M O S P H E R E ,
GOOD FOOD AND MUSIC
There will be various musical performances, lounge atmosphere
and coziness around the festival. There will be the opportunity
to enjoy a good meal inspired by local ingredients both outdoor
and indoor. Among the musical experiences are: Mikael K and
Klondyke with songs from North Jutland

FEST I VA L I N FO
The festival’s duration: The festival opens on Thursday the 4th of June at 1400 and lasts until Saturday night the 6th of June at 2300
Admission to the festival: Admission to the festival is free.
Food and drink: There will be opportunity to buy both food and drinks at the festival site in the area around the lighthouse.
Accommodation: There will be an opportunity for both accommodation ay Montra Hotel Hanstholm and Sømandshjemmet within
walking distance to the festival site. (Booking in advance is recommended!) Free camping is possible near the festival site.
Festival package and booking: If you wish to participate at the festival in all the days it is possible to buy a package deal. containing
both hotel accommodation and all meals together. Contact the Secretariat.
Volunteers: The festival offers unique opportunities to become directly involved in an art project and gain insight into the processes
around the creation of a greater work in public spaces. Would you like to be a volunteer assistant for one of our international artists,
please contact our secretariat.
shj@jammerbugt.dk - mobile: +45 41 91 18 67
Day by day Visitors: each of the three festival days offers special experiences and workshops. In addition to all the many workshops
there will be plenty of festival atmosphere, music and fun. As a day visitor can get help from our festival guides to quick to get an
overview of what options you have to attend a workshop, go to one of the many receptions that continuously takes place, or work
with his own land art experiment .
Families with children: There will be several workshops aimed specifically at children and young people and families enjoy the workshops together. Festival guides will help you identify opportunities at the site.

Artists: Do you want to visit the festival as an artist with your own project, you are welcome to contact the secretariat. Participation
is free.
Active participation: the whole festival is built upon the possibility of active participation. We urge everyone to engage in new experiments and experience the works of art.
Transportation to and from Hanstholm: In addition to regular public transport with NT LAND-SHAPE will arrange for carrides through GoMore. Please follow the LAND-SHAPE website and Facebook page.

TO REMIND
CAMPING
THORKILDS
HUS

HOTEL
HANSTHOLM

BYCENTER
FESTIVALPLADS
LAND ART
RÅDHUS

ON THE ROAD

PROGRAM
T H U R S D AY J U N E 4 T H
14 . 0 0 - 2 3 . 0 0

•

The festival officially opens with speeches by the chairman of KulturKANtens political steering committee
Mads Duedal. And Flemming Møller Mortensen

•

Large experimental Land Art scene is open with
workshops of all the artists mentioned in the program,
guided tours, hands-on experiments, debates and
structure of the festival works.

•

Open soup kitchen

•

Art City Hall is open

•

Heringa entertains

•

LAND-SHAPE cinema with changing Land Art related
films and art video

•

Ongoing previews and openings

•

Keynote speak of Jorge Rodriguez Gerada at Montra
Hotel Hanstholm

•

Mikael K and Klondyke play ”Songs from the North”

PROGRAM
F R I D AY J U N E 5 T H
10.0 0 -23.0 0

•

Symposium at Montra Hotel Hanstholm

•

Totem flag workshop by Lina Franke Hedegaard in
cooperation with BMMK

•

Boris Oichermann presents the high performance work
”Embodied Landscapes, reenacted” - Video documentation of the work.

•

Large, an experimenting Land Art scene is open with
workshops of all the artists mentioned in the program,
guided tours, hands-on experiments, debates and
openings.

•

Coffee and cake on the occasion of Constitution Day.

•

Open soup kitchen

•

Art City Hall is open

•

Heringa entertains

•

Ongoing previews ad openings

•

Music surprise!

PROGRAM
S A T U R D AY J U N E 6 T H
10.0 0 -23.0 0

•

Symposium on Montra Hotel Hanstholm

•

Totem flag workshop by Lina Franke Hedegaard in
cooperation with BMMK

•

Large, an experimenting Land Art scene is open with
workshops of all the artists mentioned in the program,
guided tours, hands-on experiments, debates and
openings of the festival works.

•

Open soup kitchen

•

Art City Hall is open

•

Heringa entertains

•

Ongoing previews and openings

•

Large communal happening for all festival participants
and the audience. Large comprehensive Land Art action performed a ritual in honor of nature.

•

Final feast, music and celebration.

Q V OT E B Y C U LT U R A L M I N I S T E R M A R I A N N E J E LV E D :

”LAND-SHAPE, Land Art North Denmark is part of the Ministry of Cultures cultural agreement with North Jutland. Land art shows us, through art and aesthetics, some new
and surprising nuances in the experience of North Jutland’s beautiful countryside.
All together through an active and innovative form of process that includes the citizens and works across genres, disciplines, users, practitioners and professionals. The
project started in 2014 and I will be happy to follow its onward journey, which will
include a Land Art Festival in 2015. ”

